
IFRAME PARTNER GUIDE



Established by Francesco Galli Zugaro 

in 2007, Aqua Expeditions has become 

a leader in luxury small river cruises. 

BRAND HISTORY & VISION



Aqua Expeditions offers customized luxury travel experiences aboard 

vessels of elegant, contemporary design, centered around immersive 

culture and wildlife excursions unique to each location, award-winning 

cuisine by renowned chefs, personalized guest service, and a 

commitment to community, sustainability and preservation.

BRAND POSITIONING



PERSONALIZED  

Tailor-made                 

1:1 guest-to-staff ratio

LUXURY

High-end, Aspirational 

Attention to detail

EXPERIENCES

Lifetime memories

Stories to share

Personalized luxury travel experiences centered around:

KEY BRAND MESSAGE



Wildlife 

Adventure
Heritage 

Culture

Tailor-made 

Service
World-renowned chef

Cuisine

Contemporary 

Design

AQUA EXPEDITIONS OFFERS PERSONALIZED LUXURY TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

AQUA’S 5 BRAND PILLARS



With the expansion into coastal yacht expeditions, the doubling of its 

fleet and a new destination, Aqua Expeditions is strengthening its 

global market presence in 2019.

BRAND EXPANSION





A new online tool that offers our premium trade partners 

exclusive access to Aqua Expeditions’ most relevant content

IFRAME:



WHAT IS AN IFRAME?

An iframe is a HTML script that is  

embedded within  another document  

(i.e. a page) on a  website, which 

allows  you to easily place  content 

from  external sources on  your 

webpage.



WHAT IS AN IFRAME?

To help you sell our cruises easily and 

effectively, we  developed a well-

designed  iframe that contains our most  

important and useful  information.

The information on this iframe is entirely 

managed by Aqua  Expeditions and 

there is no link or call-to-action back to 

Aqua Expeditions.



This simple solution will allow you to showcase and 

promote our cruises on your website with

ONE SIMPLE CLICK.



By implementing our iframe, your website visitors will be able to…



Find out about our exotic destinations, luxurious cruise ships and 

immersive experiences



Access our daily cruise itineraries in the Peruvian Amazon, Mekong and

East Indonesia



Learn about the highlights that make the Aqua Expeditions experience so unique



Stay informed about our current offers



BENEFITS OF OUR IFRAME

• It’s free and easy to implement. Just use our iframe code 

and follow simple steps.

• We do the work for you. Information on our products

and offerings is automatically updated on our end.

• Responsive design & mobile friendly. Optimised for access 

on a variety of devices.



PREVIEW OUR IFRAME HERE

https://aqua-expeditions.app.baqend.com/


AQUA EXPEDITIONS IFRAME CODE

<iframe

id="aquaExpeditionsIframe"

src="https://aqua-expeditions.app.baqend.com#https://super-adventures.com"

frameborder="0"

width="100%"

height="1"></iframe>

*IMPORTANT TO NOTE:
any website you would like the Iframe to feature on you will need to change

https://super-adventures.com to whatever website you would like to add the 

iframe too. For example if you were uploading it to “luxury travels.com” the code 
will need to say

…baqend.com#https://luxurytravels.com"

Simply ‘cut and paste’ the following code:

https://aqua-expeditions.app.baqend.com/#https://super-adventures.com
https://super-adventures.com/
https://luxurytravels.com/


AQUA EXPEDITIONS IFRAME CODE

<script

type="text/javascript">
window.addEventListener('message',
function
(event)
{

if
(event.data.event
===
"adjustHeight")
{
var iframe =
document.getElementById("aquaExpeditionsIframe");

iframe.height
=
event.data.height
+
"px";
}
},

false);
</script>

This part of the code goes in the body tag at the very end:






